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Available in Canada from Defense Optics Group Corporation                                                        
289-200-0059   

 

Defense Optics Group distributes LAMPERD LESS LETHAL 
products in Canada and worldwide.   

 
PRODUCT SPECIFICATION SHEET 

 
    

PRODUCT OF CANADA 
                                    

PT-750-CR-WASP 
40mm Close |Range IMPACT Round 

 
Description:  A direct fire 40mm round, with a 20 Gram  rubber projectile that opens to a 3 ½ in. 
projectile . This round was designed for a single target engagement allowing escalation of 
force from a safe distance prior to use of lethal means. 
The WASP Projectile was developed to overcome the short comings of conventional direct fire 
rubber ammunition. 

 
History/Background: The WASP is a novel, lead free and well-researched (4 years) rubber type 
projectile that has won numerous rewards in North America. The WASP is composed of a 
patent composite that allows it to maintain it’s properties over a wide range of temperatures 
for -50 C to 100 C.  This round remains in a more aerodynamic configuration due to the new 
design. The aerodynamic design virtually eliminates missed target zones caused by errant 
projectiles and ensures the same strike profile, removing any possibility of spinning or 
fluttering shot after shot. 
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Potential Targets/Applications:  Individual Targets, Suspect Apprehension, Prison/Civil 
Rioters, and Animal Control/Conditioning. 
 
Primary Users: Law Enforcement, Military. 
 
 

Physical Data: 
 
 Projectile weight: 20 grams (opens to 3 ½” ) 
 Overall height: 3” 40MM Lamperd shell case 
 Powder Requirements: 8 grains  
 Overall weight:  125 +/- 4 grams 
 Velocity  250 FPS 
 
Performance Characteristics: 
 
 Effect on target: Incapacitation caused by loss of breath, psychological effect, and/or pain 

and extreme discomfort. 
 Time to Effect: Instantaneous 
 Duration of Effect: Seconds to Minutes based on power factor, distance and location of 

strike. 
 Safe Effective Range:  5 Feet to 40 Feet  
  
Delivery Means: Lamperd Launcher 40mm  
Direct Impact and Operational Limitations: 

 Shields, heavy flora, natural or man made cover or concealment 

 Level of incapacitation may be affected based on individual mental state, 
motivation, physical characteristics or drug/alcohol intoxication level.  

 This ammunition may produce lethal trauma when vital areas are struck ( if energy 
imparted exceeds 90 foot pounds) by causing massive skull fractures, rupture of 
vital organs, heart compression and or serious skin lacerations.  

 Normal use may result in contusions, abrasions, broken ribs and concussions.  
Documentation Required:  It is recommended that officers training records be annotated to 
indicate proper training of less lethal blunt munitions use has been accomplished.  

CANADIAN MADE PRODUCT 

Contact Defense Optics Group for the entire line of Lamperd products including 40mm,12 and 
20 gauge ammunition and a line of tough launchers that cannot be compared for quality.   
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